
Income Guide



Income type
Employed 100% Last three months’ payslips. In the case of weekly pay we will require at least 1 week’s payslip 

from each of the last 3 months plus their latest P60. Where any variable income is being utilised 
the latest P60 will be required. It is up to the underwriter to decide a sustainable level of 
variable income based on current earnings, on target earnings and the P60. Further detail and 
information is supplied within this lending policy.
Company directors with less than 25% shareholding can be treated as employees or 
self-employed, if treated as employees we will only accept income via PAYE, not dividends, if 
dividends are required we can treat as self-employed.

Self Employed 100% We will require SA302s, tax year overviews and latest full month business bank statement for 
self-employed applicants.
If a director of a limited company wishes to use net profit plus salary as opposed to salary plus 
dividends, this can be done whereby the applicant has at least a 50% ownership in the 
company as confirmed by Companies House. The percentage of net profit used will be the 
same as the applicants ownership of the company and where the underwriter has no concerns 
regarding the sustainability of the company and bank statements. In these circumstances we 
will also require the latest years finalised accounts plus the latest month bank statement.

Second Jobs 100% Second jobs will be accepted whereby the second role is permanent and the sustainability and 
longevity of the earnings can be accounted for. Where there is a second job the applicant must 
have been in this role for a minimum of 12 months.
The same rules as for employed earnings apply for income verification and document 
requirements, except that a P60 will always be required.

Maternity/Paternity 100% We will consider an applicant who is on or will shortly be taking maternity or paternity leave as 
long as we are comfortable they are aware of their obligation to make mortgage repayments 
during this period of leave. With a letter from the applicant confirming their intention to return 
to work and under what terms, as well as details as to how the loan will be paid whilst on 
reduced pay during maternity/paternity.

Day Rate Contractors 100% For applicants who are employed on day rate contracts we can look at proceeding on the basis 
of their daily rate multiplied by 5 and then by 46. We will have to receive a copy of their current 
contract as well as evidence they have been contracting for at least 12 months, this may be 
with previous employers. Underwriter should be cautious if there is only a small amount of time 
remaining on their current contract and should obtain evidence of extensions or new contracts 
if appropriate.

Retired 100% Income will be based on verifiable income streams i.e pensions or land and property income.

Unemployed / Houseperson % Income will be verified at nil.

Furloughed Income 100% Affordability based on the income that applicants are currently receiving. If evidence is supplied 
that the applicant is to return to their employer from furlough within the next month then we 
can proceed based on the full income to be received, in these circumstances we will require a 
letter from their employer confirming the return to work, plus evidence of what their income will 
be/was pre Furlough.

Variable Income % For any applicant currently on furlough we will not be able to utilise any variable income 
previously received and affordability should be based on the current income earned.
For applicants that have previously been on furlough or their variable income is lower than 
previous income as evidenced by P60s then we can look to proceed on the variable income 
currently being earned up to a maximum of 50%, as evidenced on their last 3 months payslips. 
Where an applicant has not been impacted by covid-19 and their variable income appears to 
have continued during the period then we can look to proceed on 100% variable income, this 
would be on review of P60s for the last 2 years as well as OTE and variable showing on their 
payslips.

Sole Trader 100% Using the latest SA302 

Partnership 50 or 
100%

Using the latest SA302 

Directors 100% Using the latest SA302, or accounts



Self-employment - Sole 
Traders, Partnerships, 
Limited Companies & LLPs

% For all self-employed applications we will be requesting 3 months business bank 
statements. Where these 3 months business bank statements support earnings 
based on their SA302 and accounts then we can proceed as per normal. If 
turnover/profit does not support the earnings on the SA302 or accounts then we 
cannot utilise this income in affordability. Underwriters should also review for any 
grants/business loans provided in this period where these are being received then 
we cannot use this income. Please note that some self-employed may do fewer 
but larger income earning ‘jobs’ within a year or earnings are seasonal, i.e a 
builder who works on a couple of projects a year, in these circumstances then 
further bank statements can be requested to evidence these earnings.

Self-employed - 
Contractors

% Where evidence is supplied that applicants have current contracts with evidence 
of receipts into the bank statements, these cases can proceed as per normal. 
Where an applicant is not able to evidence contracts over the covid-19 period, 
evidence can be supplied prior to this period, as long as the applicant has 
evidence of previous/earlier contracts we can proceed as normal.

View of past earnings 
impacted by COVID19

% If we are viewing past earnings i.e. P60s, SA302s and Accounts from 2020/2021, 
it might not be suitable to base applicant’s earnings purely on what was earned in 
this year as they may have been negatively impacted by Covid-19 however this 
isn’t indicative of earnings for the future.

P60s Static Earnings % Where earnings are lower than anticipated on a P60 however recent payslips 
show static earnings, then we can still proceed based on the earnings shown on 
payslips noting that P60 could be low due to covid-19 impacts. Note the P60 may 
also be low for other reasons i.e non-taxable benefits, high pension contributions 
and similar.

P60s Variable Earnings % Where earnings are lower than anticipated on P60 when calculating variable 
income the underwriter can do further investigation to determine if this was due 
to Covid-19, this may include but is not limited to asking if it was impacted and 
retrieving previous P60s as well as reviewing recent earnings on payslips. Where 
an underwriter believes on-going variable income can be maintained at a level in 
excess of the 20/21 P60 then this can be verified with notes explaining why, the 
underwriter may wish to obtain a previous P60 or base earnings off of the most 
recent 3 months.

SA302s & Accounts % Where an applicant declared that their 2020/2021 earnings on their SA302 and 
accounts are not indicative of their on-going current/future earnings then 
underwriters can proceed based on earnings from a previous tax year. Previous 
SA302s, tax year overviews and accounts should be obtained as well as the latest 
3 months business bank statements and a letter from their accountant. The 
underwriter will use the bank statements and previous earnings to determine if 
those earnings are more appropriate to the applicant. The letter from their 
accountant should confirm that earnings were lower during Covid-19 outlining the 
period they were lower and their estimated difference between normal trading, as 
well as confirming that the business is no longer being impacted by covid-19. 
Where any of this cannot be confirmed or obtained the underwriter is to proceed 
based on the 20/21 documentation.



Income treatment
Wages or salary 100% n.a.

Bonus/ commission/ 
Overtime

50 or 
100%

100% of bonus/commission and overtime income will be considered for affordability 
purposes. This is dependent of evidence of sustainability over a period of 2 years and 
the applicants not being credit impaired otherwise 50% will be utilised

Shift Allowance 100% Accepted - as shown on payslips

Car Allowance 100% Accepted - as shown on payslips

Rental Allowance 0% Not accepted

Large Town Allowance or 
Location Allowance

100% Accepted - as shown on payslips

Second Job 100% Accepted if it fits as per criteria

Bursary Income 0% Not accepted

Foster Income 100% Accepted if evidenced on latest SA302 with supporting tax year overview, all children 
will be required to be added as dependents

Pension (private, war or 
dependents)

100% Accepted, latest annual pension statement or P60, plus evidence of last 2 months 
pension statements or receipt into the bank account

Investment Income 90% Accepted if evidenced on an SA302 for the last 2 years, plus corresponding bank 
statements evidencing receipt and current statement of investment

Rental Income 100% Accepted - use latest SA302 figure

Maintenance Income  100% Maintenance income can be accepted as long as the dependent is under the age of 8, 
and the maintenance income is supported by a court order or CSA(child support 
agency)/CMS(child maintenance service) latest annual statement plus evidence of 
receipt into the bank account for the last 2 months

Trust Income 100% Accepted - subject to manual underwriting, trust documentation required including 
evidence of regular income such as bank statements.

Benefits Child Tax Credit 0% Not Accepted

Benefits Work Tax Credit 0% Not Accepted

Benefit Child Benefit 50% Accepted - Will be calculated based on the number of dependents under the age of 12 
declared and neither applicant earning in excess of £50,000

Benefits DLA for Self 0% Not Accepted

Benefit DLA for Dependant 0% Not accepted

Mortgage Subsidy 100% Accepted from an employer and if evidenced on payslips

State Pension 100% Accepted, latest annual pension statement or P60, plus evidence of last 2 months 
pension statements or receipt into the bank account


